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ZAPPER
Dr. Hulda Clark introduced the Zapper, also known as the parasite zapper, as an aid to health
over 20 years ago. Since then the zapper has experienced a tremendous surge in popularity,
not only as a curiosity and a health aid, but for other uses as well such as killing microbes such
as protozoa and bacteria in water
The ZAPPER can be used to combat a host of different illnesses and complaints. Dr. Hulda
Clark is a scientist with a tremendous record of achievement and who has carried out
pioneering work revealing that the Zapper simultaneously kills all kinds of invading organisms,
such as Parasites (Flukes), Bacteria, Mites, Viruses, Growths, Fungi and Roundworms. The
Zapper is a device that works by mild electrification and purification of your blood. According to
Dr. Clark, bacteria and viruses disappear in 3 minutes; tapeworms, parasites and roundworms
take 5 minutes; and mites take 8 minutes.
ZAPPERS HAVE BEEN USED TO COMBAT ALLERGIES, ALZHEIMER’S, ARTHRITIS, ARTHROSIS, BACKACHE, BACTERIA,
CANDIDA, CHRONN’S DISEASE, CYSTITIS, DEPRESSION, DIABETES, ECZEMA,
ENDOMETRIOSIS, FUNGI, GANGRENE, HAIR LOSS, HERPES, HEADACHES, INFECTION,
INFLAMMATIONS, INFLUENZA, LEUKEMIA, ME, MIGRAINE, MITES, MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY, MUSCULAR PAINS, NEURALGIA, PAINS, PARASITES, PARKINSON’S,
POLIO, PROSTATE AND BLADDER PROBLEMS, PRURITUS, PSORIASIS, RASHES,
RHEUMATISM, SARCOMAS, SHINGLES, SINUS PROBLEM, THRUSH, VIRUSES, WARTS,
WORMS, etc.
WHAT IS A ZAPPER?
The zapper is a simple but very effective electro medicinal device. It is based mainly on the
lifelong research of Dr. Hulda R. Clark who has published her findings in the book "The Cure of
all Diseases" and other subsequent books. Dr. Clark like many other researchers has found that
a weak current of pulsed DC kills parasites in the body.
This includes all types of worms, bacteria, viruses and fungi as well as cancer cells and other
pathogenic tissue. Here is an interesting connection to W. Reich's findings that led him to
believe that cancer cells where new parasitic organisms formed from the decaying biomass of
de-energized tissue.
Dr. Clark, a molecular biologist and natural healing practitioner, has studied parasites all her life
and the zapper was only the last step in her evolving treatment philosophy. She arrived at the
conclusion that practically all diseases are caused by either parasites or toxins.
The US Center for Disease Control (CDC) has found that the average American carries a
weight of 500g living parasites. Toxins in our food, household chemicals and the environment
are weakening the barrier of the colon against penetration by intestinal worms and other
parasites.
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Photograph of worms killed in the first few
minutes of zapping during a colonic irrigation
treatment

A major source of toxicity are dental amalgams, which should be removed immediately and
replaced with either gold fillings or modern compound ("white") fillings.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The following text is from Don Croft.
All parasites and diseased tissues are positively charged. The zapper introduces negative ions
through the skin and into the body's living tissue, killing the parasites by reversing their polarity
and also helping to heal the diseased tissue. Healthy tissue is negatively charged. The zapper's
circuitry is built around a 555 timer integrated circuit which emits a nice, positive offset square
wave of direct current from a nine-volt battery (stepped down to around 4.5volts and
3.5milliamps) at a frequency of about 20,000 times per second. "Positive offset" is a wave form
that has alternating current characteristics. This may be important in the long run because it
won't alter the body's natural electromagnetic field polarity.
I feel confident that parasites enjoy and thrive on all the vitamins, herbs and minerals that you
send in there to correct the problems that are caused by the same parasites. Why else would
these remedies be "hit or miss" solutions? You're only getting leftovers. After you start using a
zapper, when you eat those expensive herbs, vitamins, and minerals, you can expect to have
their benefits fully.
They can't defend their positive polarity (shortage of electrons) against the introduction of simple
direct current, however, and they die very quickly in its presence (the worms in the picture
above were freshly killed in the colon after a few minutes of zapping during a colon irrigation).
Negative ions kill parasites whether they are from electric current, ozone, or magnets. The
zapper seems to me to be the most efficient delivery method for now.
Parasites not only die when subjected to electricity, but disintegrate and are easily eliminated or
assimilated as harmless nutrients. In fact, since they got most of the benefit from all the
expensive supplements that you've been eating all these years, this could be your big nutritional
payoff.
Viruses and fungi inside the cells, parasites in cysts, parasites with exoskeletons (like
hookworms in the peripheral tissues), etc., will take longer to kill, but clearing the blood and
lymphatic fluids, major organ ducts, intestinal and stomach lining, brain and central nervous
system, of parasites early on will give your immune system a tremendous, immediate boost and
when the hidden parasites come out of cysts and protected areas they are in for an unpleasant
surprise. It must be noted that 20,000 Hz range frequencies are no more used. Our Zappers
oscillate at about 15 Hz and we have found this to be more effective in the lower frequencies as
they allow the current to penetrate deeper into the body.
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WHICH DIESEASES CAN THE ZAPPER CURE?
Positive and often dramatic results are known for the following diseases:
CANCER
HIV / AIDS
HERPES
ORGAN TRANSPLANT REJECTION
VIRAL HEPATITIS
SINUSITIS
WARTS
PSORIASIS
INFLUENZA (THE GENUINE ONE)
GENERAL WEAKNESS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
PMS
And many other conditions caused by parasites, bacteria and viruses.
All Zappers are based on the original Hulda Clark circuit with modifications empirically arrived at
by Don Croft especially the lowering of the frequency to 15Hz.
This Zapper is plainly an electrical device, which is quite sufficient to kill the parasites as
described by Dr. Hulda Clark. It is light and easy to wear by adding an elastic strap, so it can be
worn at the wrist or upper arm conveniently.
Let's have a look at the orgone generating components of the orgone zappers:

The interior of a zapper.

This is what these components are doing:








PC Board: generates 15Hz pulsed direct current. The basis of zapping.
Skin Electrodes: transmit weak electrical pulses to skin
Moebius Coil: creates scalar electromagnetic field (has to be contained by boundary wire)
Orgonite Block: gets excited by electromagnetic components and creates beneficial orgone (Chi / Prana)
field
Neodymium Magnets: have noted healing power by themselves
Amethyst: mental clarity and peace, anti-inflammatory and pain relief
Garnet: vitalizing, support resistance and resilience
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Zappers come with an elastic strap that makes them easy to wear.

Easy to wear

Everybody should have a therapy with zapper as a first line of defense against any
oncoming disease.

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE.
Specifications:
Frequency: 15 Hz pulsed DC
Battery: 9V PP3
Electrodes: Copper / .9999 fine silver / 2 x 1g 24 ct. Gold
Removable Velcro Strap
2.5 mm micro socket for external devices
Neodymium Magnet 10.3 x 3 mm
Mobius coil, protected by boundary wire
Orgonite block
Amethyst crystal coiled into "tail" lead wire
Garnet crystal coiled into "head" lead wire
LED to show on/off status
Wear it regularly for at least half an hour per day and you will experience much improved health
and energy.
Orgone Zapper Standard: Powerful Orgone Zapper with tried and trusted copper electrodes.
Very good value for money.
Orgone Zapper Silver: Enhanced with fine Silver Electrodes (.9999 purity) for effects like
colloidal silver through your skin.
Orgone Zapper Gold: 24ct. pure gold electrodes. Deluxe model for great conductivity and no
corrosion.
Everybody should have one and use it regularly. It’s just like brushing your teeth. A matter of
basic hygiene.
SIDE EFFECTS: NIL
DURATION OF THERAPY: 45 Minutes daily for 45 Days in a row for BEST results.
By using the Zapper daily for six weeks, you may reduce the entire population of
invading organisms to virtually zero.
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This unit is the most advanced Zapper on the market. It is controlled by a microprocessor that
allows maximum precision and practicality of usage. You don’t need to look at the clock to time
the sessions. You can relax and do other things - watch TV, read, meditate, etc. – the device
gets you the desired results.

ORGONE COPPER ZAPPER

RS.12,000/-

ORGONE SILVER ZAPPER

RS.18,000/-

ORGONE GOLD ZAPPER

RS.39,000/-

(BECAUSE WE CARE FOR YOU)
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